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Abstract

SADHealth A E-Health Profile for Cataloging Life
Statistics based on Light Exposure

Kiril Tzvetanov Goguev

Seasonal Affective Disorder or ``Winter blues" is a problem that affects many
individuals around the world. The afflicted typically have to arrange to see health care
specialist who may require them to recall details which pertain to the symptoms
encountered in SAD. SADHealth represents a solution which allows anyone to
electronically record data that would be used in SAD diagnosis and avoid the problem
of recalling details long past. Users simply download and install the application for
Android smartphones through the Google Play store and the system will
automatically collect the light, location, accelerometer and weather data through the
use of the built in hardware sensors on the phone while a questionnaire relies on
electronic input of mood, sleep, energy and sociability data. SADHealth is the first
unique application available which offers a simple to use user interface and
informational graphs that enables the public with no idea of the medical terminology
to understand, interpret and use the collected data to their benefit by monitoring
their behavior change and well being across seasons. The result is a system which is
power efficient, stable, works on various android devices, fully integrated and
connected into android's system applications  and allows for exportation of SAD
related data as well as possibly improving both physical and mental health. SADHealth
has proven to be able to expose the trends such as positive relationship between the
light values recorded outside and the reported mood and energy. As well as
confirming general intuitions about the relationships between sleep, energy and
sociability. In addition to furthering SAD related research the system can also provide
insight into user behavior and test new data collection features provided by Google
engineers. Test users were found to provide more data samples during months with
low light conditions and Google activity recognition system does not yet seem to be
trustworthy enough to be used in studies which choose to use activity recognition as
a main driving component.
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Chapter 1

Introduction & Motivation

1.1 Introduction

Since the early scientific age scientists have been perplexed by the creeping feel-
ings of depression many people face during the dark winter times. Answers to
questions such as what causes these feelings?, What are the effective treatments
and who is at risk by it have long been sought after. These feelings better known
as the winter blues or at extreme cases Seasonal Affective Disorder(SAD) have
recently been shown in several studies[25, 28] to affect many people at various
latitudes who live in conditions with sudden and harsh climate changes as well
reduced exposure to natural light.

Typical symptoms of suffers include but not limited to:

• Reduced energy and activity levels

• Diminished appetite

• Disturbed Sleeping patterns

• Lack of Social interactions

• Fatigue and depression

Prolonged and extreme cases turn into depression which can lead to many
physical health problems. Several clinical studies on the prevalence and treat-
ment of SAD have been conducted and focused on the Scandinavian regions of
the world (Denmark, Norway, Sweden) but there have also been serious cases in
the US and England. Recent statistics estimate that approximately 20% of the
general Swedish population suffer from the symptoms listed above[25], while in
the US this statistic is reduced to be between 4 to 8% [28]. One can clearly note
the difference in statistic versus the latitude of these two countries.
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The past studies have been responsible for outlining when one may be suffer-
ing from SAD as well as what one can do when diagnosed, however this person
must still go to their doctor in order to be diagnosed. In countries which suffer
from poor or costly health care providers, long waiting time and other ineffi-
ciencies, people may feel that it is too much of a hassle to get diagnosed and
prefer to treat themselves.

The above illustrates issues for the general population, but what about the
researchers and scientists behind the studies? SAD research also seems to have
its fair share of problems. When it comes to finding the causes of behavior in
depression it is difficult to say exactly what causes it due to the complexity of
human life. Human beings are unique such that each one of us carries different
temperaments and the homeostatic process regulates each of us differently. In
other words, “what can alter your state of being emotional, psychological and
physical may not exactly alter mine in the same way”. This statement illus-
trates how difficult it can be for researchers to find strong causal relationships.
In particular a large part of the research on SAD have been in controlled en-
vironments where samples are exposed to conditions that the researchers are
interested in. In these environments the researcher carefully selects and designs
the variables the research is based on as well as the equipment and various facil-
ities. This can be extremely time consuming for the researcher and can interfere
with time sensitive studies such as those that deal with seasonality. The major
question is now, how to help not only those who prefer to treat themselves but
the researchers and scientists which also study the subject as well?

A doctor’s observed general method of diagnosis follows a pattern of tests,
matching symptoms up with known problems and recommending treatment.
Doctors and other health care providers have access to specialized instruments
which may help in their diagnosis. This thesis borrows the idea of a person
having access to a “specialized” instrument, one which is generally available
and in 2013 ubiquitous. This instrument is the smartphone, a device that at its
core provides hardware necessary to be able to measure various forms of data
as well as allowing anyone to program specialized applications(apps) in order to
do something useful. Consider the following scenario, a doctor is examining a
patient whom claims to be depressed more than usual. The doctor reasons that
the depressive behavior is possibly linked to SAD however further investigation
is required. In the investigation the patient may be asked to give detailed his-
tory through filling out a questionnaire where symptoms over the seasons are
rated. This process is time consuming and daunting for both the patient and
the doctor as the patient has to remember details long past and the doctor has
to wait for the results to come in and interpret the data which could possibly be
unreliable. Creating an app which helps keep track of various symptoms asso-
ciated with SAD, is simple to use and not a burden on the patient allows them
to electronically record the required data and have it on hand whenever the
doctor asks for it. By simply linking technology with the medical practices that
are already in place today, data required by doctors can be delivered to their
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hands quickly. In general this could enable faster and more effective diagnosis.
However for this particular scenario it means potentially cutting down the time
and the effort it takes to diagnose SAD in a patient.

Smartphone users may be a reliable source of data collector since in 2013
the average times a user interacts with their smartphone has seen an increase
of 150 times per day. Statistics show that 22% of the mobile phone market is
smartphones, with 48% running Google’s Android OS and 19% running Apple’s
IPhone OS.[1] It is clear that there is a market for Android based smartphone
applications and targeting smartphones might be a viable way provide informa-
tion to people.

1.2 Motivation

Presently, there seems to be no option on the Android application market(Google
Play store) that allows the general population to measure their “Life Statistics”
for keeping track of Seasonal Affective Disorder over a long period of time and
consequently may interfere with their ability/desire to treat themselves. “Life
Statistics” in this thesis refers to measuring the following: The amount of light
and type of light an individual is exposed to, their activity level, mood and
finally sociability. This valuable information when presented in an understand-
able way may be able to inform people of their risk of developing or suffering
from SAD by presenting the information in an easily comprehensible way.

This thesis will not provide a definitive answer to the cause/effect and treat-
ment of winter blues/SAD problem because the creator of the project is not a
certified doctor and legally can not recommend treatment. However the thesis
aims to provide a program which runs on Android smartphones that will allow
the general user to perform the following over long term periods:

• Collect and monitor how much light and what type of light one is exposed
to.

• Collect and monitor activity levels, mood/sociability and weather.

• Provide easy to understand information about the users lifestyle, with
comparison to friends and others in their city.

• Allow the user to understand that one requires action in order to diminish
the effects of SAD.

In essence, this project aims to provide an app which can be thought of as a
SAD Monitoring System which helps users discover and keep track of seasonal-
ity changes before they start to suffer serious effects of SAD as well as further
the SAD research platform by identifying and providing solutions to problems
which arise currently in large scale data collection research studies. It will also
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explore a small scale sample of data to see the prospective aspects of the changes
in seasonality. The collected data will be useful for individuals who wish to vi-
sually see over several months how much light they are subjected to, how active
they are, how much time they spend under artificial light or natural light and
finally keep track how their mood, sleep, energy and sociability changes as the
seasons progress. Collecting this data can also be very useful in future social
psychological studies which involve seasonality changes.

The major contribution of this thesis is a stable, energy efficient SAD mon-
itoring system that is easily deployed in the real world through the Google
Play store. This system provides a solution to both users and researchers. For
the user the application provides easy to understand graphs about their daily,
weekly, monthly and all-time graphs for Light, Activity level, Mood, Sleep,
Energy, Sociability. For the researcher it provides a quick and extensible frame-
work which can be easily migrated to other Android enabled devices such as
the forthcoming Google wear ( Google’s Android OS on smartwatches). As well
as a robust data collection system which minimizes loss of data. On the data
side, the system allows researchers to collect weather information and create
lux-weather charts which catalog seasonal weather patterns and lux levels seen
in a particular country/city and to easily aggregate community information for
all data samples in an area.

Readers can refer to chapter 2 for a brief outline of the history of this SAD
Monitoring system and related works in sensing platforms. Chapter 3 explains
in detail how the SADHealth application system works, chapter 4 steps through
the results of the application on test users during the period of data collection
on October 2013-March 2014. Finally chapter 5 concludes this project and notes
future work for this platform.
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Chapter 2

Background & Related
Works

2.1 Background

Uppsala University has recognized the need for a SAD Monitoring system and
has been involved as early as Winter 2012. Negar Makvandian under the su-
pervision of Edith Ngai attempted to design a feasible automatic SAD sens-
ing system called SADM[16]. This was the initial project which involved SAD
sensing and was performed with a small collaboration from myself, Alexandros
Derminakis, Gabriele Mawi and Fredrick Lundgren [5].

The system consisted of creating a wireless sensor network system with the
key components being a Android smartphone running a custom app connect-
ing to a Zolteria Z1 hardware base station sensor. The code to connect and
communicate to the base sensor through the Android phone was contributed by
myself and Alexandros Derminakis while the original code for hardware sensor
management was created by Gabriele Mawi and Frederick Lundgren. Negar
integrated our contributions into the final SADM system which performed the
following:

• Measuring light, location, accelerometer data using phone sensors and
external hardware sensors.

• Uploading data to a central server for further processing.

The application required a smartphone that was “Rooted” running a cus-
tom kernel(A special version of the Android OS with administration rights and
patched drivers enabling USB Host features). The main goal of the collabora-
tion project was to create a platform for the smartphone which would collect
light sensor information from the network of hardware sensors placed around
the Angstrom university building. These sensors would actively collect daily
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light levels. The phone with the base station attachment would have to collect
the readings by being in proximity with those sensors.

This collaboration project was mainly a proof-of-concept. Proving that it
was possible to collect light data through a android phone and paired hardware
sensor. However, as pictured below a major problem with the initial approach
was that it required a custom implementation of all components. The setup pic-
tured in figure 2.1 shows that it required a custom cable as well as connection
to a hardware sensor in addition to a external battery.

Figure 2.1: Original Smartphone Setup
Source: SAD Monitoring System, Negar Makvandian & Edith Ngai
http://www.divaportal.org/smash/get/diva2:620254/FULLTEXT01.pdf

Most users would not want to carry around such a contraption. While the
idea was a good start the high requirements of setting up the system, dealing
with external components and deploying a network of wireless sensors in an area
would quickly be the downfall of this project.

In Winter 2013, Kamyar Niroumand and Liam McNamara created SADMos[19],
a completely new platform which improved on many aspects of the original
SADM concept. A major breakthrough allowed for the removal of all external
hardware sensors and the need for a custom Android OS. The main idea was to
use the built-in light and accelerometer sensor hardware of newer smartphone
models to collect data for analysis on an external server. Kamyar proved that the
user did not need to wear any external sensors to get reliable data and created
a platform that worked reliably and efficiently. However this system is plagued
by data presentation problems, difficult user integration and registration, non-
existent support for loss of connectivity or mobile data connections(3G,4G), and
finally Google app integration. Ultimately this iteration of the SAD monitoring
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system leaves users with the distinct feeling of “what is this application good
for?”.

Figure 2.2 shows the SADMos user interface. One can see how difficult
it is to understand what exactly is the message for using the application. For
instance the main screen(a) shows buttons with no text explaining their purpose
is, followed by the data display(b) which shows only numbers on graphs with
no mention of what the numbers actually mean. Finally the map display which
only displays your previous locations and the time you were there.

Figure 2.2: SADMos User Interface
Source: SADSense Project, Kamyar Niroumand & Liam McNamara , Uppsala
University 2013

The goal for SADMos was achieved however, in an age where Android users
install and use applications daily. Ambitious projects such as creating a SAD
monitoring system which specifically target users’ well being must not only be
able to collect valuable information efficiently and reliably but also interpret,
present and actively inform the user in the right way. The groundwork has
been solidly laid by Negar Makvandian, Kamyar Niroumand, Liam McNamara
and Edith Ngai. It is time for the SAD monitoring system to be taken to
the next level. This consists of revamping the entire user interface, allowing
easy export of collected data, carefully integrating Google Play services for
easy user integration, secure registration, optimizing the application to run on
multiple devices with different screens, cleverly making use of system wide flags
or tackling connectivity problems to minimize data loss.
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2.2 Related Work

Before explaining the intricacies of this thesis project, it is important to note
previous and related works. There may not be another comparable project to
SADM/SADMos and SADHealth currently but the idea of using a smartphone
and mobile sensors to improve one’s lifestyle or to conduct research is nothing
new. Mobile sensing applications are being actively explored in the sensing re-
search community as shown in relevant domains such as healthcare and E-health
services (DietSense[27], Ubifit [3], TossNTurn [18]) and Human/Social behavior
(CenceMe[17], SoundSense[13], EmotionSense[23]). The works briefly described
below in these domains show not only that the world is generally accepting
of using technology which collects and infers data but cleverly re-purposes the
basic sensors that come with the mobile devices into platforms or applications
that easily allow many researchers to forego the manual way of conducting data
collection studies.

Additionally, this thesis and the related works below also revolve around
two approaches of mobile sensing paradigms aptly named “Participatory Sens-
ing” and “Opportunistic Sensing”. Participatory Sensing(PS) is defined as the
act of individuals and communities collecting and submitting data to the cloud
for analysis[7] a key element is that the user is consciously aware of the data
collection. On the other hand, Opportunistic Sensing(OS) is similar to PS but
the user is not required to consciously collect data as the state required for the
data to be collected is automatically inferred from the available environment.[11]

Under the healthcare and E-health domain platforms such as Ubifit [3] pro-
vide a sensing application which uses a “glanceable” display on a mobile phone
to motivate user behavior for health and fitness. The users interact with the
system and actively select training goals. Underneath the hood, the Ubifit sys-
tem employs various sensors to infer physical activities from an external sensor
device. Field trials indicated that the general public was accepting of having a
E-health system help them track their lifestyle and that the system did actually
encourage the users to keep up their activities and exercise. SADHealth’s main
GUI was designed to be “glanceable” in the sense that users could quickly see
the graph and interpret them immediately rather than having to read and de-
cipher their meaning.

UCLA’s DietSense[27] makes use of the image capturing capabilities of smart-
phones to collect dietary data. Researchers used this system to catalog data for
use in aiding research of chronic diseases. DietSense was able to quickly amass
2,880 images per user in a 12 hour period due to participatory sensing. Users
were then able to browse and share images on the dietary data. This project
produces a sense of community that SADHealth also tries to incorporate by
automatically synchronizing other users data within the platform. Individuals
can use this data to visually compare themselves to their friends and others who
live in the same city.
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Perhaps one of the most interesting recent developments in the healthcare
domain is sensing platforms which infer sleep and sleep quality. TossNTurn[18]
is one such sensing application which is able to detect when a user is sleeping
as well as how good or poor the sleep is. This is interesting because sleep is
known to correlate with chronic health problems, most relevantly to this thesis
topic for depression. SADHealth asks the user to manually input their sleep
quality as part of the questionnaire they must complete every day. In the future
perhaps the same techniques found in the TossNTurn could be incorporated to
be able to infer when the user is sleeping as well as the quality. Leaving one less
variable for the user to worry about.

While healthcare is arguably an important domain, it seems to be very fre-
quently explored only with regards to the individual. Sensing platforms and
applications can also provide key information on human beings as a whole in-
stead of just the individual. Social Psychologists whom would normally have to
rely on manual samples from their research topic can turn to applications and
platforms like CenceMe[17] for example collects data on what people are doing
within the social context and shares it with others through existing social media
networks. SoundSense[13] is a platform that offers a classification system for
audio based events allowing other researchers to build more sophisticated sens-
ing applications like EmotionSense[23] which sensing peoples emotional states,
activities and verbal as well as proximial interactions.

Even more recently the smartphones are becoming hotspots for sensing of
Mood which is a topic that is always being studied in psychology as it can play
a role in many of our daily decisions. Up until now studies involving exploring
the mood of test subjects primarily relied on manual indication of the mood.
MoodScope[12] however aims to change that and be the first of the pack to
bring reliable automatic mood sensing to smartphones. By collecting only 6
pieces of usage data(SMS, email, phone call, app usage, web browsing activity
and location) from a users smartphone the researchers were able to build a sta-
tistical model to estimate mood automatically. Preliminary results suggest that
the average mood of users in general can be accurate up to 66% and when the
system is made more personal this accuracy skyrockets to 93%.

It is simple to see that Mobile sensing technologies are rapidly pushing the
boundaries of what is possible in today’s world. Nearly every aspect of our ev-
ery day life now has some kind of technology gathering data for researchers out
there, with the advent of the smartphones and their platform of app distribution
the writer of this thesis expect there to be no shortage of sensing platforms or
applications for any domain in the coming years. Presently to the knowledge
of the creator of this project there is no other application on the market which
tracks seasonality changes through the users smartphone, SADHealth can there-
fore be considered a unique application amongst many other applications which
exist within the Google Play store.
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Chapter 3

SADHealth System

3.1 Overview

SADHealth at its core is a Android 4.0+ platform that incorporates many as-
pects of the original vision for a SAD monitoring system. It is intended not
only to be a tool which is available to a mass audience but also help researchers
collect better data to augment existing SAD research. This chapter provides an
in-depth view on how the application is structured, what limitations arose and
possible solutions to design problems.

3.2 System Design

SADHealth is a unique platform which consists of several interconnected compo-
nents however it does not follow the normal smartphone application paradigm.
Reviewing the Android Developer specifications and observing the available ap-
plications on the Google Play store reveals that the majority of applications
have a Graphical User Interface(GUI) which is the main entry point of the en-
tire application.

SADHealth deviates by making the main service the entry point of the appli-
cation and providing a GUI at the user’s request. This means that the platform
stays true to the initial vision of a data collection platform but also provides
a robust GUI on demand and thus appeals to both the general audience and
researchers alike. It also means that SADHealth can save energy by only ini-
tializing the components necessary to collect the required data. By making the
service the main entry point SADHealth is able to benefit from capturing special
system flags broadcasted by Android to start up automatically when the smart-
phone is turned on. Services in Android also can auto restart if the application
crashes.

As can be seen in figure 3.1, SADHealth’s system is divided into three parts:
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Sensing Services, Cloud and finally GUI/Activity with only the sensing services
and the cloud being required for the system to run at full capacity.

Figure 3.1: SADHealth System Diagram

3.2.1 Sensing Services

Earlier it was noted that SADHealth shifted from the normal application struc-
ture paradigm, this was a conscious design decision that was motivated partly
by the desire to reduce the amount of energy required for this system and partly
an attempt to solve a general limitation of audience forgetfulness/interest within
this project.

The services are at the core of SADHealth and consist of the following three
major components:

• Sensor services (Light, Accelerometer, GPS/Location, Proximity)

• Cloud services (Weather, Mood, Crowdsource Downloader, Uploader)

• Receiver services (Boot, AlarmReset )

The controller labeled “Main Service” serves as the entry point of the entire
application. All other services are maintained here including the entry point of
the GUI/Activity. Each section of the data collection platform is encapsulated
in their respective services and are scheduled by a real time alarm based on
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predefined collection schedule.

The sensor services are a small collection of components which explicitly
call hardware sensors on the smartphone. In Android accessing the hardware
sensors works similarly to a publish/subscribe system. Once connected to a sen-
sor, the Android Sensor Framework allows SADHealth to schedule and retrieve
raw sensor data for processing. SADHealth’s primary data collection sensor is
the light sensor which is present in a large majority of personal handsets and
collects information in a Lux scale on the sunlight a smartphone is exposed to.
It is through this light sensor that a large portion of the theory behind SAD is
explored.

In addition to the light sensor, the data collection platform makes use of the
accelerometer sensor. The accelerometer is involved in collecting three vectors
of data respectfully within the following axis: X,Y and Z. This data is used for
calculating the magnitude of the accelerometer as well as attempting to recog-
nize an activity the smartphone is involved in. The activity recognition is not
performed directly on the device because this would potentially be a large drain
of energy.

SADHealth connects to the smartphone’s GPS chip which returns a pair of
Latitude/Longitude coordinates. These coordinates are used when contacting
Google’s services to extract City and Country data.

The proximity sensor is a hardware sensor used by SADHealth to check if
the smartphone is in a case or covered by some means. Utilizing this sensor as
a governor allows SADHealth to save on energy by skipping data collection of
the light.

Cloud services are a crucial component of the SADHealth system. They are
responsible for the collection of Weather from an Open API service, collecting
mood, synchronizing of crowdsourced information from the private server and
uploading all the data collected from each user to the server. These services do
not rely on hardware sensors like the the sensors services however they make
use of the 3G and/or Wifi hardware available on the smartphone.

The weather cloud service is a new data statistic collected by the SADHealth
system. The service connects periodically to OpenWeatherMap’s Application
Programming Interface(API) to synchronize weather data sourced from many
other smartphone users in a city/surrounding area. The weather data is col-
lected to complement existing SAD research and to explore in the following data
analysis if any correlation can be seen.

Mood data is collected via user input which pops up on the screen every day
at 12:00 or upon open of the application if the scheduled time has passed. This
time was chosen because people seem to be available and alert around lunch
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time. This data being collected is acquired in a questionnaire format which
represents 4 variables mood, sleep, energy and sociability. The users manually
slide their finger over the user interface shown in figure 3.6(b) and then click
the submit button which saves all the information in a file that can be uploaded
to the cloud server when the time to upload is reached.

CrowdSource Downloader is another completely new addition to the moni-
toring system. Crowdsourcing is a problematic term since many sources have
conflicting definitions however this thesis will accept and use the integrated term
as defined by Estellés-Arolas & González-Ladrón-de-Guevara[6, p. 197] research
paper “Towards an integrated crowdsourcing definition”.

“Crowdsourcing is a type of participative online activity in which
an individual, an institution, a non-profit organization, or company
proposes to a group of individuals of varying knowledge, heterogene-
ity, and number, via a flexible open call, the voluntary undertaking
of a task. The undertaking of the task, of variable complexity and
modularity, and in which the crowd should participate bringing their
work, money, knowledge and/or experience, always entails mutual
benefit. The user will receive the satisfaction of a given type of need,
be it economic, social recognition, self-esteem, or the development
of individual skills, while the crowdsourcer will obtain and utilize
to their advantage what the user has brought to the venture, whose
form will depend on the type of activity undertaken.”

As per the definition, SADHealth uses the general population of Android
smartphone users with various knowledge of the smartphone system. The task
is to collect their “life statistics” which is eventually stored on a private server.
The data is aggregated pre-processed and then synchronized back to the gen-
eral population. The benefit is that the users of the SADHealth application can
become self-aware when they see their data compared to the aggregated com-
munity data. It is hypothesized that this method could potentially motivate
people to take better care of themselves through competitive psychology.

The crowdsource downloader synchronizes every six hours by specifically
retrieving from the private server the following files:

• Light

• LightDistribution

• Activity

• Questionnaire

These files hold specific data for the community fragment of the GUI where
all the information is displayed in easy to understand graphs. Once the crowd-
source downloader has completed its job, the user will be able to see the new
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data from all the other users in the associated fragment. The files are created
on the server nightly. Interested readers looking for more information on this
process can skip to section 3.2.2.

Moving on, the uploader is a service which automatically uploads to the
private server every 3 hours using either WIFI or mobile data connection de-
pending on what is available and the user settings in the application. It is
responsible for checking which files are available for upload and scheduling re-
tries for later if there is problem with the connection. The upload is preformed
via a HTTP post method to the private server. Should any errors occur the
Uploader produces a notification in the smartphone notification tray, similarly
if all is well the service displays a progress bar notification detailing how many
files are sent to the server. The reason why the uploader was set to every 3
hours is to ensure that data was recieved at least once a day. Since the data
collection experiment was performed in a uncontrolled manner it was unclear
if the test subjects would be reliably contributing data every day. The 3 hour
window ensured that the application attempted to upload at least 3 times a day.

Finally, the last component of the core system consists of the Receiver
Services. These are services which act as listeners and pass data back and
forth between the various other services. The Boot Receiver is particularly
interesting because it is designed to be run before the actual Main Service.
The Android system usually broadcasts two relevant flags for applications to
use upon completion of the boot up sequence. BOOT COMPLETED and
QUICKBOOT POWERON, these flags allow applications to capture the ac-
tion and perform logic. However neither of these are guaranteed as it has been
noted that some HTC devices and Android 4.0+ custom systems do not send
BOOT COMPLETED but send QUICKBOOT POWERON instead.

When either flag is broadcasted throughout the Android system the Boot Re-
ciever of SADHealth will capture it and automatically start up the Main Service.
This ensures that data collection is running as soon as the smartphone boots
up and that missing data due to SADHealth not running is minimized. Finally,
the AlarmReset receiver schedules an alarm nightly(00:00) that compresses data
using zipping techniques, advances system wide variables that control the collec-
tion period as well as file creation and ensures all data files are closed properly
to avoid data corruption. If the application crashes for any reason the Alarm-
Reset code is scheduled to run if the date has changed, this ensures that the
right data is collected and saved in the files created for that particular day.

3.2.2 Cloud

SADHealth is not only a system that exists in the smartphone. Smartphones
are great tools but they are still small devices and admittedly not as powerful
compared to servers in the cloud. The division of labor is an important point
when designing a system such as SADHealth. The option of allowing the cloud
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to process and aggregate data helps immensely with keeping the application
light weight on the smartphone.

On the cloud the SADHealth system comprises of a NAS server running
linux PPC Synology DISK OS configured with Busybox, Crontab, PHP and
Python 2.7. This server is online 24/7 and listens for HTTP POSTS from
any device running SADHealth. Once the data is received and parsed through
a PHP Script the data is organized into a unique file hierarchy consisting of
Country/City/Anonymous User folder.

SADHealth creates comma separated value files (CSV) which holds the col-
lected data for each sensor. The files are named in a unique structure beginning
with “phone ”, the name of the sensor being accessed and ending with the date
in month-day format of the collection period. This creates a set of files for each
day that the application is running. For example a light sensor data file name
will look like “phone lightsensor0325.csv”. The files are named this way in order
to aid the scripts in iterating through each data file and extracting all the data
in order to aggregate them. In the previous SAD monitoring system the collec-
tion period was not defined as per day but per every 2 day upload period and
the files were split quite often according to how big the file was. This became a
problem because it was difficult to keep track of all the data as it created many
small files with numbered appendixes such as “phone lightsensor01” and worse
if the application crashed it would overwrite the data that was already collected.
By defining the collection interval into once a day and uniquely naming the data
collection files the data would not be overwritten and the naming scheme helps
the developer of SADHealth access exactly the data that is needed. This method
is better because it allows not only for the scripts on the cloud to access the data
that pertains to each particular day but also requires less complex programming
to extract the data required for the graphs in the SADHealth UI.

Each file is in the following structure:

1. Date in unix epoch time with the data type of long

2. Relevant data for specific measure being collected which may span multiple
columns.

Point number 3 pertains to each files unique data. The csv file which holds
the recorded Light sensor data simply writes out the lux value seen by the sensor
after the date information this is of type double. In the accelerometer file there
is 3 columns which hold the X,Y and Z values also with the type of double. For
the location file there are only 2 columns after the date which hold the latitude
and longitude coordinates. The questionnaire file holds 4 integer values, one for
each of mood, sleep, energy and sociability. The weather file holds data about
weather event(i.e: snow, foggy, sunny), temperature, barometric pressure, lux
seen at that particular moment, sunrise time, sunset time, total number of hours
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of sunlight.

Other than Data Storage, the cloud’s role in SADHealth is to process and
aggregate raw data into usable data. This is performed by a number of python
scripts which produce the following

• Aggregate weather data & create a crowdsourced Lux-Weather chart.

• Aggregate Community data & create community data files.

• Extract Features for Activity recognition for each user (provided originally
by SadMos).

SADHealth introduces the idea of a crowdsourced Lux-Weather chart. The
purpose of this chart is two-fold, on one hand the SAD community does not
seem to have a comprehensible Lux Range chart making it difficult to compare
results across studies with varying latitudes and weather patterns. This does
not mean that there is absolutely no lux guidelines. Figures 3.2 and 3.3 be-
low taken from Microsoft and Wikipedia respectfully show tables with common
Lux range. Three major problems arise here. The first can been seen in the
Wikipedia table which shows some conditions to lux but it is not an exhaustive
list of known conditions. Secondly, proper research should not need to rely on a
table provided by Wikipedia as it is not a reliable source of information. Finally
the Windows Lux table is a better source of information however this applies
to phones which run Windows.
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Figure 3.2: Wikipedia Lux chart
Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lux (Last accessed: April 20th, 2014)

Figure 3.3: Microsoft Lux chart
Source: http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/windows/desktop/dd319008(v=vs.85).aspx
(Last accessed: April 20th, 2014)

It is not guaranteed that the same sensors will be used in other phones and
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that the information presented in this table applies exactly to other regions of
the world (i.e Europe, Scandinavia vs USA). On the other hand expert knowl-
edge from Timo Partonen(Seasonal Affective Disorder-practice and research)
clearly states that the lux levels outdoors vary greatly due to the season, time
of day, latitude and local weather conditions [20]. Providing a chart that sum-
marizes the outdoor exposure to lux may be able to help researchers in the future
design better studies that show comparable results between regions of the world.

The lux weather chart below is an example that can be created from the
SADHealth platform with enough data in the cloud. As the number of samples
grows the chart will become more accurate. Eventually this chart can be com-
piled for each month and common weather patterns

The chart seen in table 3.1 is created from a python script which iterates
through all the samples in a given region. The data is aggregated and for each
weather condition a minimum and maximum lux value is extracted from all the
samples. The benefit of this method is that it takes into account any differences
in hardware light sensors once enough data samples are obtained.

Crowdsourced lux-Sweden (Uppsala and Stockholm)
Month Weather From To

February Foggy 0 1000
Rain 1001 3000
Snow 3001 5000

Cloudy 5001 10,001
Sunny 10,001 50,000

Table 3.1: Crowdsource lux example

Community Data files are also a new addition to the SAD monitoring sys-
tem. These files are the final aggregated and pre-processed versions of all the
data individual users submit. These files are designed to be synchronized back
to the users. The SADHealth app will automatically integrate and read the data
into the GUI. These files are not only useful for users but also for researchers
since the majority of the heavy data process work is already done. The data in
these files can then be turned into a graph either through gnuplot or analyzed
further with statistical programs such as SPSS[4] or R[22].

The cloud is also responsible for hosting python scripts that convert and ex-
tract activity features for use with the machine learning tool WEKA[8]. Activity
recognition is an important part of the SAD monitoring system since it would
allow not only researchers but users to be able to see exactly what activities
their community were performing at specific times of the day. The main idea
behind this information is to allow the users to see what kind of exercise was
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being performed during various months and conditions in an effort to promote
self awareness. For the researchers, producing activity information could allow
future work to notice trends and tailor solutions to communities which are keen
on a specific type of activity. WEKA allows for many different types of machine
learning algorithms to be tested on collected data. A popular algorithm which
has been used in the past efforts of this SAD monitoring project has been J48
decision trees paired with feature extraction techniques from [26] which has al-
lowed for classification of walking, running, sitting, and biking. However this
not the only type of activities that have been recognized. Kwapisz et .al [10]
with other feature extraction techniques were able to also detect ascending and
decending stairs in addition to walking, jogging, sitting and standing. WEKA
was chosen over activity recognition on the Google Activity Recognition(GAR)
due to the reliability of WEKA as seen evaluation section 4.2.2.

3.2.3 GUI/Activity

As stated previously, the GUI/Activity component of the SADHealth system is
not required for the system to run and collect data. This is a major change from
SADMos as it was designed with the normal application development paradigm.
SADHealth however is able to start and run the main service which controls all
the data collection, running this service produces a notification letting the user
know that they have been successfully logged into the system in the Android
notifications tray as displayed in figure 3.6(a). Users interested in seeing the
actual data and the GUI can touch the notification. Once active, the system
will create a fragment manager with four fragments: personal stats, dashboard,
personal graphs and finally community graphs pictured in figures 3.4 and 3.5
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.4: SADhealth user interface personal stats and dashboard.
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.5: SADHealth user interface personal graphs and community graphs.

The Android system allows for a portion of the users screen to be dedicated
to a specific behavior or use called fragments. These fragments are designed
to create a more flexible user interface as parts can be swapped around and
modified during runtime easily. Part of the SADHealth platform includes a
rich, informative and most importantly a simple user interface(UI) in order to
keep users interested. The aim was to learn from previous mistakes made in
the designs of SADM and SADMos where only the developers or well informed
users understood the point. The fragments easily allow for swipe navigation
left and right keeping the interface clean from buttons. The swipe navigation is
designed to mimic the same one seen in the google play store since the majority
of users on Android have used it and are familiar with it.

Android also allows a unified approach to menus called the “Action bar”
which enables a single menu to be shown across all fragments as well as cus-
tomization. This bar is seen at the top of the UI shown in figure 3.6(a). SAD-
Health uses this to create a well thought menu design with personalization and
well known icons for functions such as the file with an up arrow for upload or
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gears to represent settings effectively reducing the confusion buttons like the
ones from SADMos seen in figure 2.2(a) can cause.

It is equally important to ensure that the users understand that the appli-
cation is working, even when preforming operations in the background. SAD-
Health takes care of this by replacing icons with animated versions as well as
including the relevant notifications in the notification tray. One such example
of this is when the upload icon is pressed the icon will fade in and out until the
upload operation is complete, while in the notification tray a progress bar will
show an overview of how much has been uploaded. Figure 3.6(a) show examples
of the notifications seen by the user as the application runs. The SADHealth
icon above the server upload notification is a permanent tray icon that allows
the user to launch the GUI or return to the application from anywhere in the
android system. When the time comes for the user to answer the questionnaire,
a notification is also posted to the notification tray seen in figure 3.6(a) with
the heading “Questionnaire Time”. Once clicked the user can start to input
questionnaire data via the dialog and sliders seen in figure 3.6(b).

(a) (b)

Figure 3.6: SADHealth notification tray and questionnaire dialog.
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It is also key to mention the settings available to the users as seen in figure
3.7. SADHealth’s platform promotes control over processes within the applica-
tion in order to build trust with users. Here users can select what kind of data
is collected(light, accelerometer, location), whether or not to participate in the
questionnaire, what the default upload methods are (mobile & wifi, wifi only,
mobile only) and most importantly enabling boot up of SADHealth at system
boot time.

Figure 3.7: Settings for SADHealth

Since android runs on a variety of smartphones an option on the action bar
allows the developer to place many items which may not have room into an
overflow area. This area depicted in figure 3.8 is used by SADHealth to house
the tutorial button, about sections and finally the exit dialog and helps create
a unified experience across all smartphone hardware SADHealth runs on.
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Figure 3.8: SADHealth Menu

The four fragments depicted in figures 3.4 and 3.5 deliver the information to
the user. The personal stats fragment(3.4a) is designed to allow the user to keep
track of numerical data and information collected by SADHealth. Presently this
information consists of a list reporting the following items:

• No. of times phone is physically unlocked(in use)

• Highest Lux value encountered

• No. of times reported Happy

• No. of times reported Sad

• No. of times uploaded

The list is controlled by a single drop-down menu allowing the users to
change the time-frame(granularity) of the data they wish to see.

Next is the dashboard(3.4b) which is the default fragment SADHealth ac-
tivates when the GUI is active. The dashboard shows not only the current
weather, potential lux gained by being outside and the time spent under the
two light sources Natural/Artificial light but also serves as a control hub of the
application and services. If a user chooses to enable “Diagnostics” in the set-
tings the control options will reveal themselves underneath the information on
the screen as seen in figure 3.9. It is here that the user can ultimately turn off
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the main service of SADHealth but still keep the application UI running as well
see how many times the application has uploaded that day and finally what is
the next scheduled time that SADHealth will attempt to upload. This was pri-
marily for the developer of SADHealth to use during the project but some test
users also requested the feature. It is turned off by default when the application
is first installed.

Figure 3.9: Diagnostics enabled on the dashboard.

The primary goal of the SADHealth app is realized in the Personal Graphs
and Community Graphs fragments. As the name implies, these fragments show
graphs. One is specifically for the user who is currently using the SADHealth ap-
plication and shows the various Light (figure 3.5a), Activity (figure 3.10a), Light
Distribution(figure 3.11a) and Questionnaire graphs(figures 3.11b, 3.12, and
3.13) and the other shows the same information but gives a complete overview of
the users entire community including themselves. Both fragments also contain
the option to select different time-frames(granularity) as in figure 3.10(a) so the
user can customize their experience and view the data that is relevant for them.
These are large improvements over the SADM and SADMos systems since the
users have better graphs and can customize the information they want to see.

In SADMos the major problem was that the graphs were uninformative and
contained only two charts (light levels and activity level) both of which were con-
fusing for those who are unfamiliar with the terminology. Instead SADHealth
contains graphs from all the collected data and opts to use common language
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on the graph scales. This means that the user gets to see how each of their life
statistics have progressed over the run time of the application and they are no
longer shown graphs which have confusing scales but instead are given a plain
english measurement. For example the light graph shows lux values which can
be on a scale from 0 to 100,000. To a researcher a value of 55,000 may mean
something but to a user who knows nothing of the terminology it is much easier
to understand that a value of 55,000 falls in the category of Direct sunlight.
Similarly the questionnaire which collects data on users Mood, Sleep, Energy
and Sociability is now displayed on screen and follows the same display method-
ology with the appropriate words substituted.

(a) (b)

Figure 3.10: SADHealth UI graph options and activity graph.
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.11: SADHealth UI light distribution and mood graph.
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.12: SADHealth UI sleep and energy graphs.
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(a)

Figure 3.13: SADHealth UI Social graph.

The time-frames (granularity)seen in figure 3.14 is also a new option on the
SADHealth platform. This allows data to be viewed at the following scales:

• Yesterday

• Today

• Last Week

• This Week

• Last Month

• This Month

• All Time
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Figure 3.14: SADHealth granularity drop down list.

The purpose of these time-frames is to provide a wide array of customization
to the users. Since users might like to view specific sections of data it is good
practice to provide views into data in multiple ways.

Finally, SADHealth contains the ability to export each personal graph shown
on the screen and share it to other applications and services such as Facebook,
Gmail, Google Hangouts, Dropbox and Google drive as well as Bluetooth. This
comes in handy if a user wants to be able to show their physician or psychologist
a graph of their data over a long period of time. This option is accessed through
pressing the share button seen in figures 3.5(a) and 3.15 is the response. The
user must simply click on whichever application they would like to export a
picture of the graph to. For instance if the user wishes to email the graph of
their mood to their doctor they simply select the option for mood on the graph
dropdown list and a time frame and then select the share button and choose
Gmail. This will then display a Gmail send message dialog with the selected
graph automatically attached. Another example can be to upload the graph
on Facebook. If the user is logged into the facebook application which comes
on most android smartphones then they can see the post status message with
the graph already selected for upload. In general, any android application that
has the ability to send or receive a file will be added to the share action. Once
the application is chosen the graph will be automatically prepared for use with
the applications sharing dialogs. Note however that these sharing dialogs are
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defined not by SADHealth but from the application chosen.

Figure 3.15: SADHealth sharing action

3.3 Limitations & Solutions

The SADHealth project had several limitations to overcome however first this
thesis will describe general limitations of developing a data collection platform
such as SADHealth and then expand on limitations that were specific to SAD-
Health and the theory behind this project.

3.3.1 General Limitations

Creating Smartphone applications require careful planning. Smartphones in
general have less available memory than a normal personal computer. When
programming for a Smartphone it is a good idea to follow the general rules
which apply to programming for embedded devices.

Specifically Energy efficacy is a major problem when offering a platform
such as SADHealth which is supposed to monitor the user on a daily basis.
The observed use of a Smartphone in 2013/2014 requires a user to charge it
approximately once a day[2]. Comparing this to phones of an older generation
(circa 2004+) where one could potentially use their phone for many days it is
simple to see the way one programs an application is important. If this platform
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constantly abuses the available battery of a users Smartphone then it is likely
that it will not be used very much or ignored altogether thus creating a problem
for researchers trying to collect data.

The solution implemented is 3-fold. Firstly, SADHealth attempts to cut
down on the battery usage by using a governor. A governor in software is a
technique that allows one to regulate a specific variable. In terms of collecting
data in smartphones, sensors can be monitored and the data collection logic can
be altered based on what that sensor which acts like a governor sees. For in-
stance the proximity sensor commonly used in smartphones turns off the screen
so that the user does not accidentally press buttons when in call as well as saving
energy by turning off the display as it is not needed at that time. SADHealth
uses the proximity sensor for energy saving in the same way checking to see if
the proximity sensor is blocked. By checking this sensor before the light sensor
is scheduled to sense the application can avoid needless sensing and writing to
the data file data which will not be used. Similarly other variables such as the
time the sun is out can also be used to control when to sense the light. Sec-
ondly the service first design method allows the saving of energy because only
the most crucial components are forced to start and continuously run. Energy
hungry procedures like drawing the UI components and graphs on the screen
are not automatically part of the normal application process unless the user
explicitly clicks on the SADHealth icon in the notification tray. Finally, the
data collection methods have been altered to allow the hardware to be able to
sleep as much as possible. The sleeping state is androids favorite state because
all components tend to default to idle state, in other words a state which is
designed to not draw so much power.

Another general limitation is audience interest. This thesis provides an ap-
plication to the general population however a problem arises when the general
population is not interested enough to continuously use the application. SAD-
Health explores the problem of seasonality change in the general population.
Since the general population can be considered to be a very large pool of sam-
ples it makes it difficult to appease everyone’s interests and some dropout of
users is likely to occur.

The solution to this limitation is to provide a interesting UI which can display
the relevant details about the data that is collected. For instance the dashboard
which is the default UI screen seen when the user clicks on the notification in
the android tray displays weather information. Immediately the user is engaged
and making use of information when the application is launched without having
to waste thier time on logging in, starting the service and clicking on a button
to change to a information screen as was the case in SADMos.

SADHealth also allows the user to customize the data display and take con-
trol of the process collecting the data. Users can choose whether or not to allow
the system to collect a specific kind of data. To eliminate frustration when
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using SADHealth, navigation of the UI was inspired by well known android ap-
plications specifically Google Play and Gmail which uses a swipe interface. Test
users sometimes complained about the frequency of the questionnaire dialog
during initial testing of SADHealth in October. In some cases users decided to
stop using the application because it was annoying them with constant updates
on the screen. To alleviate these concerns the developer continuously accepted
the feedback and optimized as much as possible on the UI. The Questionnaire
was only allowed to pop up once in the notification tray instead of a pop-up
dialog which took over the screen focus regardless of what the user was doing.
Listening to users and making the changes they request can help with retaining
them.

Data presentation is a large problem that applies to many different areas
not only software development. SADHealth had to learn from the presentation
problems found in the previous versions of the SAD monitoring systems. When
developing a tool that provides data to the user it should provide it in a mean-
ingful way otherwise the risk of retention is high.

Solving the data presentation is important to SADHealth. The major prob-
lem of the previous SAD monitoring was that the graphs were uninformative
and confusing to new users. Instead the solution as shown in section 3.2.3 giving
users new graphs with plain english scales as well as the ability to choose the
time frame of the data they wish to see was employed.

Android applications can also suffer from Application Not Responding and
crashes if the order of operations is violated or certain operations take too
long to complete when the application is running. This is especially true for
applications which run on services and perform many background operations.
These background operations can cause the Android OS to produce a dialog
indicating that the application is not responding with the option to wait or
close it. In many cases during SADHealth’s testing on various devices the same
background operation takes longer to complete on some hardware than others.
Unfortunately this is due to two reasons. Firstly, the way the Android OS is
configured on the hardware itself. Many smartphone vendors sell their product
with additional tweaks and configurations rather than vanilla Android OS (A
conservative reason could be to improve battery life). Secondly Android OS is
known for being aggressive and killing services.

This limitation is quite difficult to come up with solutions that would alle-
viate the problem in its entirety as it largely depends on the hardware that is
in the smartphone. SADHealth can however ensure that the code running is
not wasting time by optimizing the code which has loops. Using the traceview
and lint tools in androids SDK environment the developer can profile and eas-
ily identify issues before the building of the application which can cause poor
reliability and low efficiency in the long run.
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3.3.2 Supporting Various Devices

As stated previously providing an application on a Smartphone requires care-
ful planning. Part of this planning answers the question “Which devices do I
support?” This thesis provides an Android implementation of SADHealth. An-
droid is unique because it runs on a vast array of hardware implementations
in comparison to Apple’s IOS which is restricted primarily to Iphone hardware
and other Apple I-devices. For developers choosing to support Android this
question can be considered to be of the upmost importance since it is required
to select the version of Android SDK the application will be compiled with. If
the goal is to reach many users compiling with a lower version of the SDK is
advisable. However depending on the design a developer will have to include
some compatibility code for major versions of Android.

SADHealth was built for Android 4.0+ systems, however to ensure that the
code is portable to lower versions of Android such as 3.0. New API functions
were only used when the smartphone reported that it was running Android 4.0.
By default the code will use API functions that already exist since Android 1.0.
This was primarily a limitation for UI components and not for the hardware
sensors.

Designing the screen space is also an important problem within Android
Devices. SADHealth’s goal was to reach as many users as possible and to al-
low the same functionality found in devices with high screen density(Samsung
Galaxy S4) to be present in devices with a relatively low screen density(Google
Nexus S). Luckily the Android SDK allows the developer to specify viewport
sizes during development. Once an application is deployed the Android system
on the users smartphone automatically uses the resources found in the viewport
range which pertains to the users screen density.

SADHealth took advantage of androids viewport specifications by having
folders under a special resources folder in the setup of the application. Android
already supports specifying a range of predefined screen sizes such as: small,
normal, large and xlarge. Developers can also define specific viewport sizes for
both width and height. These viewport sizes act as cutoff points for which lay-
out and images to load. Once SADHealth launches on a android smartphone the
android system will declare to SADHealth the width and height of the screen
in density pixels. SADHealth will then know which layout is acceptable to load
on the screen.

SADHealth was also able to run on a variety of handsets. Google Play
reported installs from several high end phones in the Samsung family such as
the Nexus S,4,5, Galaxy S III, IV and Notes in addition to a few in the Sony
xperia and HTC One lines.
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3.3.3 Supporting Multiple Countries

This project was distributed through the Google play store and made use of
several functions of the Google Play services library. When choosing to support
multiple countries one must be careful of countries where technological freedoms
are restricted. In the case of SADHealth an attempt was made to include a large
majority of the users in China. However they had to obtain the application with
alternative means. The Great firewall of China also caused an issue when trying
to connect to several Google services.

Many asian countries produce handsets which are unlicensed for use with
Google services. Developers releasing their applications for these countries
should be aware that a large population of users have the ‘cheap’ smartphone
which oftentimes can not be upgraded easily or the quality/existence of the com-
ponents such as radio antennae, accelerometer, hardware sensors is not guar-
anteed to be within acceptable range. SADHealth’s application did not work
correctly in China due to some of the recruited test subjects having smartphones
which lacked the sunlight sensor, wrong version of the Android OS and most
importantly the Great firewall of china blocking access to one or more API’s
used in the application.

The solution is to build a version of SADHealth with the Google play services
stripped out as much as possible. Unfortunately this means that most of the
functionality already built into the application will have to be recoded. For
this iteration of the SAD monitoring system it was not within the scope of
this project to support those countries which have their technological freedoms
restricted. However there is still a large number of countries within Europe and
the Americas of which SADHealth can be enjoyed fully without having to alter
the basic code.

3.3.4 Explict WakeLocks vs. AlarmManager

Power management in small devices is an issue many applications and develop-
ers struggle against. This is particularly true when modulating the CPU of the
device and keeping it awake in order to finish executing code. When the CPU
is kept awake it can be a major battery drain. This brings several problems
into the mix when developing platforms and applications with sensing capabil-
ities. Android is known to have an aggressive approach to power saving. The
system will instigate a sleeping mechanism where all components become idle.
Thankfully, Android does allow developers to take control of the mechanism by
employing calls to Android’s Wakelock and AlarmManager API’s.

Wakelocks are a type of request sent through the exposed power manage-
ment API. In particular these requests pertain to the managed peripherals of
the smartphone and include objects such as the CPU, Screen and Radios. [15, 9]
While these locks ensure code execution, a common mismanagement issue by
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developers can cause battery drops of 5% up to 25% [21].

Android’s AlarmManager is another way of ensuring code execution on the
Android system when the smartphone is in the IDLE state. Developers have the
option of scheduling a real time alarm which will wake up the smartphone from
sleep and perform the requested function. This method is much less taxing
on the system if used correctly, in the case of SADHealth it is better to use
scheduled alarms than a wakelock because the data collection is time is already
defined. SADHealth by default uses the AlarmManager method to schedule the
collection of data. The energy saving of this method compared to wakelocks is
explored in evaluation section 4.2.1.

3.3.5 Service-First Structure vs. GUI/Activity-First Struc-
ture

A large majority of applications seen in the Android market use GUI-First struc-
ture. This means that the application runs from an Activity or GUI first before
performing the main duties of the application. However this is not the only
way a developer can make an application run. Using a Service-First structure
the developer of the android application can change the starting point of the
application to be from a service in the background. Theoretically this structure
allows for an applications energy cost to be less since the underlying android
system does not need to draw a GUI. This is explored in evaluation section 4.2.1

3.3.6 WEKA vs. Google Activity Recognition

Activity recognition is an interesting issue in sensing platforms. If the system
can correctly identify a users activity it can lead the way to creating a smarter
sensing platform. For example, if energy efficiency is a concern a sensing system
that is equipped with a powerful activity recognition system can learn to profile
the users habits and adapt the sensing procedure. Eliminating times where the
sensor should not be used.

SADMos briefly looked at a way to determine the users activity through
an external machine learning framework called WEKA in conjunction with a
machine learning classifier called J48-Decision tree. It was found that the pe-
riodic sampling scheme used for energy saving still allows for a high accuracy
of activity classification(approx. 95%). However, the WEKA approach requires
the researcher to actively collect samples, label them, train them and run them
on a cloud computer. WEKA is a good tool but for many new comers it can
be daunting to understand how to use it properly. Although SADHealth and
this thesis’ focus is not solving or improving the activity recognition in the SAD
sense system there was time to briefly explore an alternative recently provided
by Google itself.
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This new system, aptly called Google Activity Recognition (GAR) is easy
to use and comes with a similar interface as the hardware sensors. The benefit
of this system is that Google provides a android side library called Google Play
services that actively and smartly attempts to use the hardware sensors in order
to perform specific functions such as activity recognition. It is a single library of
which Google engineers can continuously provide updates for and push it to all
Android devices seamlessly thus not requiring applications to be recompiled and
it does not seem to require the use of internet connectivity as all the functions
are provided by the Google play services library.

The caveat is that the GAR system is still extremely experimental. It was
only released to the public since May 16th, 2013. As far as the writer of the the-
sis can tell, there have not yet been any published research paper on the topic of
the GAR system. Most probably because the system is so new. Unfortunately it
can not detect anything more than a user being in a vehicle, on foot, on a bike or
standing still leaving complex activity recognition until a later revision. There
is however some potential in exploring this system in the case of a SAD monitor-
ing system such as SADHealth. Assuming the GAR system works reliably it’s
low power consumption and the fact that it is neatly packaged and managed by
android allows for a manageable and greater energy efficient package. Readers
interested in seeing the results of WEKA vs GAR systems can skip down to 4.2.2
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Chapter 4

Evaluation & Results

4.1 Evaluation

In order to determine how feasible SADHealth is, it is important to evaluate
the data that has already been collected during the trial run. This thesis’ pri-
mary evaluation is on the effects of the change of seasonality on users in a high
latitude. This means that the evaluation will only cover test-data received from
Sweden and two cities (Stockholm and Uppsala). One of the contributions of
this project in addition to providing a usable and complete platform for cata-
loging the majority of symptoms of SAD was to determine how the seasonality
change affects people. Specifically the SADHealth system attempts to allow
a researcher to understand the overall themes when it comes to people and
light.The graphs below demonstrate what was observed for a community of 8
users. Table 4.1 below displays the intervals on which the data was collected.
The evaluation is to determine what kind of relationship (if any) can be seen
from using the SADHealth system. The Pearson correlations are calculated for
each measure.
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Data Collection rate Summary
Light Every 10 mins-5 seconds long Accesses the hardware

light sensor and records
this value to a file.

Accelerometer Every minute -10 seconds long Accesses the Accelerome-
ter sensor and records this
value to a file.

Questionnaire Every day at noon or as soon as
application is opened.

Opens a pop-up dialog
with questions.

Location Every 3 hours Used with OpenWeather
API to determine lati-
tude/longitude coordi-
nates

Weather Every 3 hours Contacts OpenWeather-
API to request a weather
update for the specific
country and city the user
is in.

Table 4.1: Table showing the collection intervals for all the data explored in
SADHealth

The light was scheduled every 10 minutes for 5 seconds long because it pro-
vides a accurate estimate of the light conditions experienced by the person. It
is important to choose the sampling frequency with care because a balance is
required between the power consumption of the sensing platform and the accu-
racy of data. Every 10 minutes provides 6 data points per hour or 144 samples
per day assuming the Light sensor is sensing on schedule and the smartphone
is not in a covered, in a bag or a pocket.

The accelerometer is every 10 minutes for 10 seconds to gather enough raw
data for use with WEKAs Activity recognition. This sensing schedule was in-
spired by [26].

The questionnaire is collected every day at noon, or as the application is
opened. To keep user annoyance low the questionnaire was only scheduled once.
It was scheduled for noon due to the hypothesis that most users would be on a
lunch break and checking their smartphone.

The location was checked every 3 hours in order to synchronize with the
weather updates on the app. Since the weather portion of the SADHealth app
uses the WIFI or 3G radio to connect to the OpenWeatherMap API it was im-
portant to check the latitude/longtiude of the user to get the correct report.
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The data was collected over a period of six months from October 2013 -
March 2014. Light data was extracted from the hardware lux sensors, Activity
data from the accelerometer and finally the Mood, Sleep, Energy and Sociability
from a Questionnaire which was filled in every day.

The secondary evaluation is on how energy efficient the SADHealth sys-
tem is compared to the SADmos version due to the Service-first rather than
Gui/Activty first approach taken on SADHealth. It is hypothesized that the
Service-first method of SADHealth is more energy efficient since the system does
not need to start creating a GUI when starting the android program.

Finally a tertiary evaluation pertains to the activity recognition side com-
ponent on the SADHealth system. Although activity recognition was not the
focus of the thesis and the SADHealth system, a quick look at the accuracy of
the GAR system compared to the WEKA system was performed for the benefit
of future iterations of the project.

4.2 Results

The following result also uses data from the original SADMos implementation
to supplement the graph in order to show the overall differences between season-
ality(summer to winter) for light. Figure 4.1 below shows the expected behavior
of the light during summer(June, July, August) and Winter(November, Decem-
ber, January, February, March). It can be observed that the median lux value is
relatively high and increasing value during the summer months while the winter
shows decrease in the median lux. This graph demonstrates that SADHealth can
capture an overview of the light conditions during the seasonal change despite
having a relatively low number of users (8) during testing.
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Figure 4.1: Community Lux chart

Figure 4.1 provides a reasonable base in order to explore measures of Mood,
Sleep, Energy and Sociability. These measures were taken from Questionnaire
samples from each of the test participants and aggregated over time. The Ques-
tionnaire is modeled on a scale from 0 to 10 for each measure, 0 pertaining to
the negative measure such as unhappy, bad sleep, no energy, and not very social
while the 10 pertains to the positive measure such as happy, good sleep, full of
energy and very social.

Graphs 4.2 and 4.3 display community graphs of the 8 test users over the
course of the winter months. Light Data is aggregated by taking each users
sample of data (148 points, one for each day from October 2013-March 2014)
and taking the median across all samples for a particular day. Note that the lux
axis is displayed in Log scale for better readability. The Questionnaire data is
aggregated by taking the average across all samples for each day. The Pearson
correlation displayed in table 4.2 shows the relationship for each measure. As
can be observed the sample of users shows that there is some small positive
correlation between Light(lux) and Mood as well as Energy. As light increases
the values reported for Mood also increase, and as light decreases so too do the
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values of mood. Similarly the same effect occurs for Light-Energy, when light
values increase the users reported higher levels of energy and when the light
values decreased the reported energy values also decreased.

Apart from the Pearson Correlation value explaining how strong or weak of
a relationship there is in the data, the calculations also provide a Significance
value. This value seen in the table under the heading “Sig. (2-tailed)” describes
how likely it is that the researcher must accept the null hypothesis. In the case
of this thesis the null hypothesis is always evaluated to the idea that there is
no relationship between two variables. For example, if the null hypothesis is
that there is no relationship between the variable Light and Mood then the
alternative hypothesis is that there is one. If the significance value is below a
specifically chosen test level(usually 0.05 or 0.01) then there is strong evidence
that the null hypothesis must be rejected and the alternative accepted. In this
case the calculations show for the Light-Mood correlation a value of 0.007 in
other words there is a 0.7% chance of finding evidence that there is no rela-
tionship. In this case the value is low enough that the researcher must accept
the alternative. In the case of Light-Energy the calculation shows a significance
however it is considered to be high (0.44) meaning that there is a 44% chance
that the null hypothesis(i.e there is no correlation between Light-Energy) is true.

A few interesting relationships can also be seen when comparing Sleep and
Energy or Sleep and Social as well as Energy and social as seen in figures 4.4 and
4.5. The Pearson correlations show a significance of .000 which means that the
correlation found is very significant. It is intuitive that if a user is getting better
sleep ( High score on the index from 0 to 10) then the user will also have more
energy to spare. The same idea can be applied to Energy and Sociability, that
is the more energy a person reports the more inclined they were to socialize.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.2: Community lux graphs for mood and sleep.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.3: Community lux graphs for energy and sociability.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.4: Comparison graphs for sleep, energy and sociability.
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Figure 4.5: Comparison graph for energy and sociability

However the positive correlation is not very strong and a sample of only 8
users may not hold true for the population.
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Table 4.2: Pearson correlations for the Light and Questionnaire

Correlations
Lux Mood Sleep Energy

Mood
Pearson Correlation .222**

Sig. (2-tailed) .007
N 148

Sleep
Pearson Correlation .097 -.028
Sig. (2-tailed) ..239 .734
N 148 148

Energy
Pearson Correlation .166* -.056 .372**

Sig. (2-tailed) .044 .503 .000
N 148 148 148

Social
Pearson Correlation -.012 -.001 .314** .284**

Sig. (2-tailed) .884 .989 .000 .000
N 148 148 148 148

*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).
**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

SADHealth’s Light sensor is collected not only every 10 minutes but also ev-
ery time the user has unlocked the phone.It is interesting to look at the data this
provides for the total number of Light samples obtained over the trial period.
Looking at figure 4.6 below, a possible correlation can be seen as the months
with relatively low lux yields a increased percentage of the portion of samples
from the users.

Table 4.3: Pearson correlation for the Light and User Samples

Correlation
Unlocks

Lux
Pearson Correlation -.431 **

Sig. (2-tailed) .000
N 148

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
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As can be seen in table 4.3, there seems to be a moderately strong negative
correlation between the percentage of user unlocked light samples in a given
month and the low lux levels encountered in the darkest winter months.

Figure 4.6: Percentage of user unlocks

4.2.1 Energy Efficiency of SADHealth

As with any sensing system that is continually sensing. The energy efficiency
is a cause for concern. Since the smartphone is a system that is not just a
testbed for using sensors and data collection special care needed to be taken
into consideration when developing the platform.

Earlier the topic of Wakelocks in Android was touched upon. During SAD-
Healths operation it is vital that the platform allow the CPU to sleep as much
as possible. The more the CPU sleeps the less energy required for the app.
The original method of performing the data collection consisted of explicitly
acquiring and holding a wakelock while the CPU ticked off the timers required
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for checking when to sense and scheduling what to sense if the timer expired as
well as resetting the timers. This placed an intensive and unnecessary load on
the main collection service. Essentially it was not allowing the CPU to sleep
and wasting unnecessary cycles.

The solution was to use the AlarmManager API since it allows the developer
to schedule exactly when to set off code. Since the sensing times are already
constant and pre-determined the system was configured to wake up the CPU(if
not already woken up) and call the appropriate sensor service on repeat. This
uses the Android systems internal real time clock and thus avoid manually tick-
ing a timer, checking what to sense or holding the CPU awake to do it. Figure
4.7 shows the difference between the Wakelock and AlarmManager methods.
The dashed lines mean the smartphone is in a sleeping state while the blocks
force an awake state while executing the appropriate function in the code.

Figure 4.7: Visual demonstration of the wakelock and alarmmanager methods

The size of the data generated is also a small problem, As SADHealth con-
tinually senses the data files grow. Presently the uncompressed files take up
15-17mB per day with the bulk of the size of the data being the raw x,y,z ac-
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celerometer file. The rest of the data is a few kB (at most 4-5). Instead of
transmitting each file separately to the cloud and taking up a large amount of
power in the process Zipping is used to compress the data into one manageable
file approx. 1-2mB.

This thesis tests the power consumption of SADHealth over the course of
one day of normal usage amongst 3 different devices(Google nexus S, Samsung
Galaxy S III, and Google nexus 4). Table 4.4 shows the power consumption for
each device while it is in use.

Table 4.4: Phone components and their power consumptions

Model Accelerometer Light Proximity Total battery
Nexus S 0.5 mA 0.8 mA 0.8 mA 1500 mAh
Galaxy S III 0.2 mA 0.2 mA 1.3 mA 1500 mAh
Nexus 4 0.5 mA 0.2 mA 12.7 mA 2100 mAh

According to the data collection intervals seen in table 4.1 we can calculate
how much power the app approximately expends to collect the data using the
following formula.

Esensor = CdrawTsensing (4.1)

Where Cdraw is the current being drawn by the sensor and Tsensing is the
time the sensor is fully active while sensing.

For the light sensor the calculations are as follows assuming uninterrupted
collection. 1.2mAh for both the galaxy SIII and nexus 4 while the nexus S yields
4.8mAh. The Accelerometer yields 30mAh for both the Nexus S and Nexus 4
while the SIII conserves the power to only 12 mAh. Adding up the components
for each model results in 14.5 mAh for the Galaxy SIII, 43.9mAh for Nexus 4
and finally 32mAh for the nexus S.

Consider now the impact of running SADHealth over the course of a single
day with other applications in tandem. If the normal usage of a smartphone
with a 1500mAh battery lasts approximately 6 hours with a constant load of
250mA then adding the above power draws yields drops the working hours of
the battery approximately 5.6 - 5.3 hours for both the nexus S and galaxy S III.
Consequently if the 2100 mAH battery lasted for 8 hrs with a constant load of
250 mA it would be reduced to 7.15 hours.

However, one should note that these are at best estimates only as calculat-
ing and optimizing for power consumption is a non-trival task. There are many
components to take into account and there was no mention of using radios.
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Transmitting data over 3G and wifi is known to be a power drainer.

A quick evaluation was performed on the above three phones to see the
possible impact SADHealth has on the battery life. Each device was charged
fully then the time it took to discharge was reported. First the Normal use
of the phone per user was evaluated without SADHealth. The Normal use
consisted of the users normally using the phone For example calling a friend,
sending text messages, watching a youtube video at least once. This was to try
and simulate real world conditions. Next a test with SADHealth using the old
wakelock method of data collection was measured while running under the same
normal use conditions. Finally the test was repeated using the AlarmManager
method of data collection.

Figure 4.8: Battery usage by SADHealth data collection

The results displayed in figure 4.8 are averaged over a period of 5 trials
indicate that for these particular users of the phones, the normal usage lasts
approximately 8.5 hours for the nexus 4, 7.6 hours for the Galaxy SIII and
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finally 6.2 hours for the nexus S. For the SADHealth with wakelocks the Nexus
4 clocks in at 6.7 hours, while the Galaxy SIII shows 6.4 and finally the nexus
s at 5.1 hours. SADHealths test with the AlarmManager promisingly shows a
recouperated amount of battery use with 7.4 hours for the Nexus 4, 6.5 hours
on the Galaxy SIII and 5.6 hours on the nexus S. These results show that
the AlarmManager allows for some return of the battery power on each tested
device.

4.2.2 WEKA vs GAR analysis

A small test was performed on 3 different devices Google Nexus S, Samsung
Galaxy SIII and Google Nexus 4 to compare the accuracy of the activity recog-
nition results between WEKA and GAR. The data was collected periodically as
the previous SADmos test of WEKA. Since GAR can not presently detect the
wide range of activities that WEKA’s J48 decision tree can the test will have
to be narrowed down to the following activities.

1. Still/Sitting

2. Walking

3. Biking

Testing data consisted of a user with each phone performing each activity
for half an hour. In the case of WEKA the activity data had to be collected,
pre-processed and labeled using the Feature extraction scripts from the orig-
inal SADMos project. The WEKA system then had to be trained using the
collected data. It was trained on randomized and mixed samples from the 3
users. In the case of the GAR system there was no need to pre-process, train
or label the activity data because Google already has done this in the Google
Play library services. The hypothesis is that the GAR system should be just
as if not more accurate than the WEKA system as it is seemly already trained
and tested from a multitude of people. The accuracy level for each activity is
set to a conservative 80%. Figure 4.9 below shows the results of the experiment.
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Figure 4.9: WEKA vs GAR chart

A large problem in testing these two systems is that there is not a large
compatible set of activities however this test does prove something about the
basic activities. If the system advertised by Google can not reliably detect
walking or stillness or biking more complex activities could be affected. The
test shows that the accuracy of the GAR system is not good enough in it’s
current state when compared to WEKA. Although GAR’s system is advertised
to be better and more efficient the recommendation for future versions of the
SADHealth and SAD monitoring system is to stay with the WEKA system.

Further analysis of the GAR results for the test shows that many of the
recognition’s fell into the tilting & unknown categories. Indicating that the
system is quite sensitive in it’s current state.
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Figure 4.10: GAR confidence chart

An interesting observation is the very large amount of variability in the GAR
test. In order to ensure for optimal test conditions each users smartphone was
reformatted and stripped down to the bare minimum Android 4.0 OS running
only the SADHealth app with the GAR system as the only connection to the
accelerometer hardware. All phones were charged to 100% battery before each
action was tested. Next, each user was required to perform a set of actions for
half an hour with the smartphones in their front pockets(back pocket and back-
pack were tested but yielded no major differences in results) which consisted of
Biking(using the same bicycle)through forest and paved road terrain, a vehicle
route from Uppsala Kantorsgatan to Uppsala Central Station via bus and then
Stockholm via train. A walking route which also involved going up and down
flights of stairs.
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In figure 4.10 the y-axis displays the confidence or how sure the system was
of the recognized action. If the system is supposed to perform better than the
WEKA system one would expect that the variability in the confidence to be
small. In the Biking route the GAR system only recognized the user was biking
roughly 20% of the time.In many cases the GAR system recognized that the
user was in a state of Tilting(phone detected being picked up or moved) when
they were sitting on a bike and unknown while riding it. During the vehicle
test the activity was recognized roughly 25% of the time, in many cases the
reported activity was seen to be Still or Tilting. The walking route which also
proved to have low rate of recognition(40%) with quite a large variability. Table
4.5 provides a confusion matrix with the percentages of each of the recognized
activities.

Table 4.5: Confusion matrix in percentages

Classified
Actual Biking In Vechicle On-Foot Still Tilting Unknown
Biking 20 10 0.4 4.6 40 25

In Vehicle 12 24.9 3.1 35 21 4
On-Foot 5.9 0.3 40 52 1 0.8

Still 0.2 0.1 0.2 60 38 1.5
Tilting 1 0.1 0.4 3.5 83 12

Unknown 0.2 5 2.3 36 16 40

4.3 Discussion

As with any project it is important to discuss the takeaway messages. Perhaps
the most important question is “Will the platform be useful in furthering the
research on SAD?” As the results above indicate the system is stable enough to
provide some meaningful data even with such a short amount of data collection
time. However, as statistics constantly reminds us, correlation simply does not
imply causation. The findings presented here provide only a small assurance
that a large, perhaps more well controlled test can provide better and hopefully
more statistically significant results. One large issue with the findings for the
primary evaluation is that there was no control of the test subjects and that the
pearson correlation was the only statistical test employed. While the pearson
correlation is useful in determining what kind of relationships there are, the
test does not say anything about causation. As such it was unclear which, if
any external factors could possibly confound the data analysis. For example if
a user was already dealing with a common life problem such as loss of loved
one or is perceptible to stress then their responses would intuitively be lower.
Since the amount of users tested was relatively low (8) the data analysis is sus-
ceptible to outliers and this type of issue can break down the validity of the data.
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Recruiting the 8 users was a challenge as even though the application was
accessible through Google play store. There were no real resources nor a team
to create a large scale marketing campaign and push this project to the masses.
However an attempt was made to market it as much as possible through face-
book postings, twitter and a small poster as well as a external website hosted
at Uppsala University. The data obtained from the experiment was graciously
provided by a few individuals that stuck to the project either through recruiting
of word of mouth through friends, and few installs from Google play store.

When designing a sensing platform for the general populace which revolves
around a single ubiquitous device there is no guarantee that the users will adhere
to practices required to actually collect the data. Presently SADHealth works
best for the type of users whom take out and interact with their smartphone
during the day. There are however some individuals who generally keep the
device in the bag or the pocket. In those cases little if no data can be collected
from them. This is a major downfall of this project presently as there is no one
solution which encompasses both those who take out their phone constantly and
those who do not. A simple solution in this case would be to have the users wear
an external device which also collects data. This was attempted in both SADM
as well as SADMos but the problems there are the fact that the external data
collection devices (HOBO, Lillypad) are generally not something a normal(non
technical) person would bother with. In the future this problem perhaps may
be alleviated by Google and other companies manufacturing SmartWatches as
a person seems much more likely to wear a watch then purposefully go out and
obtain a device which would only be useful to one research study.

The sensor data that was analyzed above was only collected for 6 months in
the winter portion of the year. While it allows SADHealth to show some pre-
liminary results, the time frame of the data collection can be considered a little
short. Presently the analysis is lacking a full year component. If the goal of the
sensing platform is to allow the researcher to catalog the effects of seasonality
then the next stage of the project should seek to run this experiment in a year
long fashion.

Another key issue is the method of collecting the questionnaire data, while
SADHealth attempts to make it easy for the researchers and the users to collect
and input their qualitative data it seemed that many people complained that
the collection method grew boring and tiresome. Clearly a more innovative ap-
proach to retain users is required.

The questionnaire data is only single dimensional this definitely an issue
because it grossly simplifies the concepts we are collecting about. For instance,
Mood is on a scale from 0 to 10. The lowest being unhappy or a negative mood
and the highest pertaining to a postive mood. This scale assumes that the all
moods are equal, however Raghuanathan and Pham show that this is not the
case. [24]. Bias in the collected data is also a issue that should be taken into
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account as this data is self reported. Specifically this pertains to questionnaire
data for the simple fact that it is the only section in the application that allows
the user to input data themselves. Self reported data can cause problems as
people may forget and incorrectly recall details thus leading to potentially false
data and incorrect analysis.

One problem of this evaluation is that there are too few users to do a in-
depth statistical analysis as well infer the effects of the data on the population.
Fortunately modern statistical techniques give way to an equation 4.2 to esti-
mate the sample size when controlling for a specific margin of error and expected
standard deviation. This project was performed with 8 users even though the
project was released to the public few participants kept using the application,
thus when compiling data for this analysis many users’ contribution were unus-
able. Although the aim of the project is centered in building a stable and reliable
application that assists in Data collection, it is also important to explore for the
next iteration of this project the amount of users that would be required for a
large scale analysis that is statistically significant for the population.

n0 =
Z2p(1 − p)

e2
(4.2)

Estimation of Sample size
where Z is the Z-score value relating to the Confidence level

p is the standard deviation and e is the Margin of error

In order to use this equation 4.2 effectively, the researchers must choose
some reasonable values for the Margin of Error, Confidence Level(using the
Z-table score value) and Standard Deviation. Common statistical studies use
90%, 95%, and 99% as the level of confidence, and +/- 5-10% as a margin of
error. The standard deviation is chosen to be what would reasonably reflect
the population standard deviation (if the researcher had access to that data).
However for testing purposes a value of 50% produces a conservative estimate
of variance in the data.

For the purposes of this test, the chosen Confidence Level is 95% which is
equal to 1.96 a standard deviation of 0.5 and a margin of error 0.05.

n0 =
Z2p(1 − p)

e2
=

1.9620.5(1 − 0.5)

0.052
(4.3)

Plugging in the above values into equation 4.3 produces a rounded sample size
estimate of 385 users.
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Chapter 5

Conclusion & Future-Work

5.1 Conclusion

This thesis project was about providing a SAD monitoring system application
which ran on Android 4.0+ smartphone systems. In many ways it took the
breakthroughs and the concepts formed from the original ideas of SADM and
SADMos and transformed them into a tightly interconnected and accessible
system. This system dubbed SADHealth introduces amongst the old data col-
lection ideas, several new features for researchers and users alike. SADHealth
has as promised delivered a robust and energy efficient app as investigated in
section 4.2.1. Users and researchers can access this platform from the Google
Play store which allows quick and streamlined deployment of the app. The
unique design and separation of the core data collection platform from the GUI
dubbed Service-first enabled the app to minimize energy and reduce the time
data was missing if the user still had the application installed. Using the service-
first design approach and Android’s built in boot flags ( BOOT COMPLETED
and QUICKBOOT POWERON) allowed the application to start when the users
smartphone has booted up ensuring minimal downtime for the data collection.

This method also relieves the users of the burden of remembering to explic-
itly turn on the application if at any point their smartphone had run out of
battery. Separation of the GUI and services allows researchers to be prepared
for upgrading the system to run on newer Android devices such as the up and
coming Android Wear Smartwatch which may only be able to handle the service
part of the system. Unlike SADHealth’s predecessor, the graphs are more un-
derstandable on a basic user level instead of having to explain to users the lux,
questionnaire and activity scales and associated terminology. SADHealth opts
to use common language as the display scale. For example a lux value of 55,000
is now shown as ”Direct Sunlight” Although the system was only evaluated with
8 users, the results as seen in chapter 4 still show that it is able to capture the
general trend of light as it progresses through seasons for example the median
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values of light are higher during the summer months (June, July and August)
then they are during the Winter months(October, November, December, Jan-
uary, February, March). With the basis of the Lux levels through the seasons
explored, SADHealth was able to also collect data on some qualitative measures
such as Mood, Sleep, Energy and sociability through the use of a questionnaire,
further analysis detected weak positive correlations between Light and Mood,
Light and Energy as well as more intuitive relationships between Sleep and En-
ergy, sleep and sociability and finally Energy and sociability. Finally a quick
analysis of the built in Google Play activity recognition service called ”Google
Activity recognition” showed that it is a system that still highly experimental,
while it’s built in activity recognition policies are slightly more energy efficient
than the WEKA version of the activity recognition it seems to be quite unreli-
able in its current state.

In conclusion, a SAD monitoring system such as SADHealth does seem to
work reasonably well on smartphones as shown in the results but this is by no
means a system that can be run from only the smartphone. In particular users
who tend to keep the phone in their pocket or a bag will not be able to use
this system properly. Ideally a solution which connects both the smartphone
and another piece of technology the user will likely wear such as a watch or
even Google glass which currently has all the sensors required for this project
would be a better solution. When one is supposedly unavailable to collect
data the other could potentially take over. Another configuration can be to
distribute the workload across all devices with sensors this way the system could
potentially become more energy efficient as the entire system becomes equally
distributed. However as of the time this project was performed there were no
publically available watches running android and Google glass was not available
for testing. This project also has place in future technology that encompasses
healthcare related needs, for example pairing SADHealth with devices that may
take blood samples can enable doctors and other healthcare professionals with
the ability to remotely monitor and act on their patients well being.

5.2 Future-Work

There are several areas of improvement in SADHealth. A large focus on the next
iteration of SADHealth should be on removing the dependency of the question-
naire. As discussed in section 2.2 Related work, there have already been some
sensing systems such as Emotion Sense which aimed to extract the values being
collected from the questionnaire using an Inference engine. This engine was
then trained on a multitude of users to detect their current mood state. If
implemented in SADHealth, this type of system can be used to create a more
opportunistic approach to capturing users mood, sleep, energy and sociability
since the system would learn to infer the users state everyday. This way will
save not only the users annoyance of repeatedly entering in data over a long
data collection period but also serves as a more advanced energy efficiency pol-
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icy. One such example could be that the system infers the user is in a very
bad mood then it might reason that there is a high chance (based on trained
data) that the user could uninstall the application. Therefore the system would
minimize the amount of interaction with the user.

Some development into a better activity recognition system should also be
looked at as presently the system only classifies walking, running, sitting, and
biking. While this is great to begin with perhaps more types of activities would
make for interesting data to be presented to users. Perhaps in the future the
activity data can be used for marketers to create promotions for companies.
One example can be the marketers of airlines whom see that there is a trend of
low moods in a specific city during a season and decide to release some offers
thereby creating a profit and helping the people living in an area improve their
mood.

A big issue with large scale data collection projects such as SADHealth lies
in the retention of users over a long period of time. Simply put, if the idea or
the application is not interesting enough then users might not use it as much as
the researcher intended. Future iterations of this project should look at ways
to retain users. A recent study performed in the UK gained success by having
quite a lot of press and word of mouth coverage [14]. Advertising in research
seems to work. The idea of keeping users interested in carrying out research
may also be augmented by wrapping the data collection platform in the form of
a small, simple yet fun and if possible addicting game. This way the users are
kept interested as the application gives them something to do while collecting
the required data.

Data was collected on a period of October 2013 - March 2014, while 6 months
seems like a lot of time. It would be beneficial for the SADHealth project to
collect data for a longer period of time, years if possible. This would give rise to
new avenues of exploration in the data, Meteorological trends and their effect
on SAD could become a small focal point. The problem is that there is not a
large amount of data generated by this project so far to expand the focal points
of data exploration. In addition to collecting more data for analysis, another
attempt at running a parallel study with another university could be considered.
During this project SADHealth attempted to connect with a university based
in china however, incompatible smartphones and restrictions on technological
freedoms within the country prevented a large scale cooperation during this
project.
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